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The Palestinian answer to Waltz With Bashir
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M
assacres usually don’t make enjoyable reads.

Yet, in Sabra Zoo — the debut novel for 
British-Palestinian author Mischa Hiller — a 
compelling storyline is set against the terror-
filled backdrop of one of the Middle East’s worst 

slaughters in recent history. 
Hiller’s rookie novel follows Ivan, a sexually-charged and 

frustrated 18-year-old, in the tumultuous period before and after 
the 1982 Sabra and Shatila massacres in Beirut.

In the days before the Christian Phalange militia kill 
an estimated 2,000 civilians, Ivan, a volunteer in the Sabra 
refugee camp hospital, is desperately seeking the love of Eli, 
his Scandinavian colleague. He spends his days working in the 
hospital wards and chasing Eli, while his evenings pass in 
a haze of alcohol, pot and tobacco. But he has other 
projects too — such as his much more dangerous job 
acting as a courier for the PLO and aiding western 
journalists at the famed Commodore Hotel.

The title of the book comes from claims that 
members of the Phalange militia suggested 
Sabra and Shatila be demolished to make way 
for a zoo.  Those familiar with south Beirut 
might also be aware that just a few blocks south 
of the southern entrance to Shatila camp lies 
the Ghobeiry municipality zoo — a small, but tidy 
collection of exotic animals. While animals deserve to 
live in dignity, it is distressing to note that the conditions 
here are almost pristine compared with the squalor and 
indignity in the camps.

Hiller’s success here is to take the challenging topic of the 
massacres – of which straightforward approaches are gut-
wrenching even for the most hardened souls — and frame it in a 
readable, informative and moving context. Readers well-versed 
in these events may find some historical segments a little tedious 
at times. But for a broader audience, the novel provides a solid 
introduction to those shocking events.

The highest acclaim 
for the novel thus far 
comes from former BBC 
correspondent Fergal 
Keane, who says Hiller 
has “written a moving 
and haunting novel,  
a narrative for our 
times.”  Keane, the 
author of Season of Blood 
— a memoir of his own 
time covering the Rwandan genocide – is in a credible position to 
judge writings about mankind’s most unspeakable horrors.

Awareness surrounding the events of 1982 was raised 
three years ago by the Israeli film Waltz With Bashir and 

Sabra Zoo’s promotional material bills it as an Arab 
version of that movie. This is slightly off-putting: 

the dominant narrative 
of that event, you’d 
imagine, would be that 
of the Palestinians who 
suffered directly, rather 
than the teenage Israeli 
soldiers who later 
suffered Post-Traumatic 

Stress Disorder. In any case, even with the release of 
Waltz With Bashir, there has been a paucity of available 

mainstream material.
 “It could be that these events still carry a live charge that 

people want to avoid handling in the West. Or it could just be 
that no one has found a way of writing about it in a way that has 
universal appeal,” says Hiller. 

Whatever the reason, he isn’t afraid to tackle the subject. 
His current project is a thriller based on the story of one of the 
survivors of the massacres and his dealings with a clandestine 
wing of the PLO in Europe during the late 1980s. 

Hiller left Beirut — as many did — in 1982 and has not returned 
since. While being away for so long might be detrimental for some 

authors, it seems to work to Hiller’s advantage. The Beirut 
portrayed in Sabra Zoo is a time capsule, seen through the 
eyes of a young narrator who, while obviously affected by the 
events around him, is still interested in more normal pursuits 
for boys of his age. It gives the story an emotional resonance 
that history books alone cannot capture.

 “If I had gone back, I might not have written the book — 
or this book at least — because my impressions of 1982 would be 
overwritten by a different Beirut,” he says.

We’re thankful for those memories. Sabra Zoo is clearly a book 
that needed to be written. Only by remembering can we begin to 
understand those dark and terrible days. 

Published by Telegram Books, Sabra Zoo is now available for sale across 
the Middle East. You can read chapter one at www.sabrazoo.com

NoN-fictioN 
accouNts of 
LebaNoN’s civiL war
Pity the nAtion
Robert Fisk’s chronicle of the war sets 
the bar high for any writings about Lebanon. A must-read for 
anybody interested in the country’s history.

from Beirut to JerusAlem
Before Tom Friedman thought the world was flat and obsessed 
over Mumbai call centres, he was a brilliant war correspondent.

Den of lions
Terry Anderson missed out on a lot of the war: the AP reporter 
spent seven years in basements across the country after being 
kidnapped in 1985. His subsequent account is compelling.

“No one has 
found a way of 
writing about 
the massacres 
in a way that has 

universal appeal”
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